
Disclaimer: Please Read the following information BEFORE attempting any

mechanical service installing your Blau Sport shocks and struts.
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- When performing any work on a vehicle the following steps should be taken to

Blau Sport recommends that your shock and strut installation be performed by your
vehicles Factory Trained ASE Certified Technician with expert knowledge of your specific
make and model.

Blau Sport shock and strut installation

- For safety reasons only your vehicles Factory Trained ASE Certified Technician should
compress the suspension coil springs using an appropriate spring compressor.

- Your vehicles Factory Trained ASE Certified Technician should a

-

- Blau Sport shocks and struts should not be tampered with in any way. Or used other
then originally intended by the vehicle manufacture.

- Blau Sport shock and strut kits must only be used for the vehicle application indicated at
blausportshocksstruts.com.

- Your vehicles Factory Trained ASE Certified Technician should always refer to the factory
manual for proper shock and strut assembly stack and suspension coil spring placement.
(Example: The proper washer, shock/strut mount, bump stop, dust boot/sleeve and
suspension coil spring stack and placement.)

- Always torque shock and strut nuts / fasteners to factory specification per factory
manual.

- See blauparts.com/policies/policies_toc.shtml for limited lifetime warranty information.

- Always perform a vehicle suspension alignment after any suspension work.

avoid
serious bodily injury

(Failure to heed this warning may result in bodily injury or death!)

.

- Always wear safety glasses and other safety items when performing shock and strut
replacement.

-

- Under no circumstances should a be performed
without the vehicle being properly raised and secured.
(Example: certified vehicle hoist, jack, jack stands and wheel chocks.)

lways refer to the
Factory Service Manual safety guidelines for proper shock / strut replacement.

Blau Sport shocks and struts are pressurized. Do not puncture or disassemble.
Avoid heat, fire, flame and torch.



Audi Allroad Pneumatic Air Suspension Replacement System

Pertinent To: Audi Allroads models with 2.7T engines

-Read the following information BEFORE attempting any mechanical service on your Audi/Vw.

-BLAUfergnugen! Inc. recommends that an Audi /Vw Factory Trained ASE Certified Technician install your parts to ensure your safety.

-Always read the factory service manual safety instructions and guidelines.

-Always wear safety glasses and other safety items when performing the following work.

Front suspension disassembly and assembly.

(Image 1) (Image 2)

(Image 3) (Image 4)

1. With vehicle on proper automotive jack stands and tires chocked, remove front wheels.

2. Loosen and remove the suspension air bag fitting and hose. The air fitting is 10mm. Loop the suspension air bag

hose clipping it back into the mounting clips. (Image 1 and 2)

3. Remove upper control arm ball joint pinch nut and bolt. (16mm or 17mm) (Image 3)

4. With a hammer lightly tap the upper control arms upward to remove them from the hub assembly. (Make sure to

not tap on the ball joint area as this can cause the ball joints to fail or loosen.)

5. Remove the lower control arm shock mount bolt. (18mm or 19mm) (Image 4)
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(Image 5) (Image 6)

(Image 8)(Image 7)

6. Push the shock fork upward compressing the air bag until you can clear the shock to the side of the

control arm. (Image 5)

7. Open the vehicle hood. Locate and remove the engine bay seal. (Image 6)

8. Remove the decorative engine bay battery cover. (Image 7)

9. Loosen and remove the three 16mm upper control arm shock mount plate bolts. (It is best to have a

second person available to hold the shock assembly so it will not fall and damage anything.) (Image 8)
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10.Maneuver the old shock assembly out of the vehicle.

(Image 9)

11. Remove six 8mm 12-point torx bits from the control arm

shock mount plate and your old shock assembly.(Image 10)

12. Locate the new front shock assembly corresponding

with which side of the vehicle you are working on.

13. With new supplied Button Head Allen Bolts and Spring Lock Washers, install the upper control arm shock mount

plate to the new front shock assembly.

Align the shock fork with the lower control arm angle while orienting the upper control arms to the proper outward

direction. Minor adjustments can be made on the vehicle. (Image 11) Evenly torque upper control arm shock mount

plate hardware to 14 ft. lbs.

14. Lift the new shock assembly into the wheel well aligning the upper shock mount plate with the

alignment pin. Install three 16mm mounting bolts and evenly work your way around the plate tightening the bolts to

40 ft. lbs. (Image 12)

(THE DOMED SPRING LOCK WASHER SHOULD ALWAYS FACE DOWNWARD.)

(Image 10)

(Image 9)

(Image 11)

(Image 12)
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15. Pull outward on the shock fork, slipping it over the top side of the control arm. Then center it onto the control arm
bushing. Install the new supplied bolt and nut. (Image 13)(Do not torque fasteners at this time.)

16. Reinstall upper control arms to the suspension wheel bearing assembly and torque new hardware to 29 ft. lbs.
(Image 14)

(Image 13) (Image 14)

17. Repeat the previous instruction steps for the second front suspension disassembly and assembly.

18. Do not torque the lower shock mount bolt with suspension in the un-sprung position. This will cause the bushing

to fail. Always torque suspension bushings with the suspension in the loaded position.

19. Once both front suspension assemblies are installed, reinstall the engine bay cover and seal as outlined in

images 6 and 7.

It is absolutely CRITICAL to torque all suspension bushing bolts to specification with the vehicle ON THE
GROUND, with the suspension in the 'LOADED' position (springs compressed from weight of car).

Applying torque to the shock bushing bolts with the suspension in the 'UNSPRUNG' position (wheels
hanging free), will lead to premature bushing FAILURE and will void warranty. This is because the

bushings will be forced to twist beyond the original designs working rotation.

IMPORTANT - READ THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION BEFORE

TIGHTENING ANY FRONT SUSPENSION FASTENERS TO SPEC.

You MUST torque all shock bushing bolts with vehicle
suspension in a LOADED position (Wheels on Ground)

Wheels on Ground

CORRECT
Position
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Torquing shock bushing bolts in
an “UNSPRUNG” position (wheels off the ground)

WILL cause premature Bushing Failure

Wheels Hanging Free

INCORRECT
Position

FRONT SUSPENSION TORQUE SPECS.

- Lower shock mount to control arm fasteners - 66 ft. lbs. (Image 4)

- Upper control arm ball joint fasteners - 29 ft. lbs. (Image 14)

- Upper control arm shock mount plate to vehicle - 40 ft. lbs. (Image 8)

- Upper control arm shock mount plate to shock assembly - 14 ft. lbs. (Image 11)

- Wheel/Rim lug bolts - 89 ft. lbs. (re-check torque after 50 miles)
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NOTE: Depending on the year of your Audi allroad some

vehicles may experience a light solid brake line to coil

spring interaction. This is only experienced with the vehicle

in the complete unsprung position, where the vehicle is

lifted on jack stands.  For a peace-of-mind feeling please

proceed with the following instructions to remove the solid

brake line to coil spring interaction.

1. In the driver side wheel well, locate the hard brake lines.

2. Unclip the rear, most solid, brake line from the mounting

clip.

3. Slide the split hose over the brake line in the mounting clip area. Use the supplied nylon ties to secure the hose to

the brake line.

4. Maneuver the solid brake line into a secured position just behind the mounting clip area.

This will give the brake line a secured position just between the body of the vehicle and the mounting clip. Relieving

any possible solid brake line to coil spring interaction.



Rear Suspension Disassembly and assembly

20. With vehicle on proper automotive jack stands and tires chocked remove rear wheels.

21. Loosen and remove the plastic lower control arm protector. This is held in place by two 10mm bolts. (Image 15)

22. Loosen and remove the ABS sensor harness bracket. This is held by two 8mm quick nuts. (Image 16)

(Image 15) (Image 16)

23. Deflate the suspension air bag by loosening and removing the suspension air bag fitting and hose. The air fitting is

10mm. Loop the suspension air bag hose, and clip it back into the mounting clips. (Image 17 and 18)

24. Locate the suspension level sensor and remove the 10mm nut mounting the linkage to the control arm.

25. Loosen and remove the upper shock mount plates. (Two 13mm bolts) (Image 20)

(Image 19)

(Image 17) (Image 18)
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(Image 20)(Image 19)
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26. Remove the lower shock mounting nut and bolt. These are 18mm fasteners. (Image 21)

27. Loosen the inner lower control arm bolts a few turns just to remove some tension from the control arm.(Image 22)

28. Mark and reference the orientation of the camber bolt. This is best done with a sharp pick, punch, or paint marker.

(Image 21) (Image 22)



29. Once the camber bolt is marked remove the camber bolt. (Image 23)

30. Swing the lower control arm down. Lower and maneuver the old suspension assembly out of the vehicle.

(Image 24)

(Image 23)

(Image 24)
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31. Note the directional orientation of the new

suspension assembly as outlined on the adapter spacer.

With the alignment pins outward, maneuver the new

suspension assembly into the mounting position and

install new supplied upper shock mount bolts. (Image 25

and 26)

(Image 25) (Image 26)



32. Firmly pull down on the wheel bearing housing assembly (a.k.a. suspension knuckle) enough to allow the

alignment of the lower control arm to wheel bearing housing and lower control arm to lower shock mount.  By pulling

down on the wheel bearing housing this allows for the proper unsprung spring perch clearances. Once these

alignments have been made install the new lower shock mount bolt and eccentric camber bolt. Do not torque the

fasteners at this time. In some cases a jack is needed to help. (Image 27 and 28)

33. Remove the jack from tensioned position.

34. Reinstall the suspension level sensor.

35. Reinstall the ABS sensor harness bracket.

36. Reinstall the plastic control arm protector.

37. Repeat steps 28 - 36  for the second rear suspension disassembly and assembly

(Image 28)(Image 27)
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Torquing shock bushing bolts in
an “UNSPRUNG” position (wheels off the ground)

WILL cause premature Bushing Failure

Wheels Hanging Free

INCORRECT
Position
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REAR SUSPENSION TORQUE SPECS.

- Inner lower control arm to sub-frame fasteners - 50 ft. lbs. + 90 deg. turn (Image 22)

- Lower shock mount to control arm fasteners - 50 ft. lbs. + 90 deg. turn (Image 27)

- Control arm camber eccentic fasteners - 73 ft. lbs. (Image 27)

- Rear upper shock mount plate - 24 ft. lbs. (Image 26)

- Wheel/Rim lug bolts - 89 ft. lbs. (re-check torque after 50 miles)

It is absolutely CRITICAL to torque all suspension bushing bolts to specification with the vehicle ON THE
GROUND, with the suspension in the 'LOADED' position (springs compressed from weight of car).

Applying torque to the shock bushing bolts with the suspension in the 'UNSPRUNG' position (wheels
hanging free), will lead to premature bushing FAILURE and will void warranty. This is because the

bushings will be forced to twist beyond the original designs working rotation.

You MUST torque all shock bushing bolts with vehicle
suspension in a LOADED position (Wheels on Ground)

Wheels on Ground

CORRECT
Position

IMPORTANT - READ THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION BEFORE

TIGHTENING ANY REAR SUSPENSION FASTENERS TO SPEC.



40. Remove the screw located in the driver side cargo cover mounting point area. (Image 31)
41. Fold the rear seat forward by releasing both latches. (Image 32)

(Image 29) (Image 30)

(Image 31) (Image 32)
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Audi Allroad Pneumatic Air Suspension Control Module Disconnect.

38. Open the trunk.
39. Remove trunk security cover. The mounting clip button is located on the passenger side of the trunk. Lift up on

the passenger side and then the driver side. Be careful not to hit the side windows as damage may accrue.

(Image 30)



42. Loosen and remove the trunk access trim. This is held in place by four T-25 Torx. (Image 33 and 34)

43. Remove the driver side plastic cargo cover latch mount screw and bracket. (Image 35)
44. Remove the two screws holding the cargo hook in place. (image 36)

(Image 33) (Image 34)

(Image 36)(Image 35)

45. Remove the seat latch post, then gently pull the cushion to the front of the vehicle. (Image 37 and 38)

(Image 37) (Image 38)
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46. Remove the tool kit access cover. From the farthest rearward area, gently pull the panel out around 6 inches.
(Note: The trim can be fragile and should be pulled on gradually and evenly around all areas.)(Image 39)

47. Unplug the auxiliary 12-volt power plug and pull the panel out around 12 inches. (Image 40)

(Image 39) (Image 40)

(Image 41) (Image 42)

(Image 43)

48. Locate the pneumatic air suspension control

module. The control unit has two plugs on it. Unplug

both the upper and lower plug leaving them hang.

You may keep the brown ground strap

connected.(Images 41, 42, and 43)

49. Follow these steps in reverse order for

reassembly.
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Audi Allroad Pneumatic Air Suspension Control Module Disconnect.

50. After disconnecting the pneumatic air suspension control module proceed as follows. To turn off the check engine

light and leveling light, you will need to re-code the ECU (Engine Control Module). By re-coding the ECU, the ECU

will no longer recognize the pneumatic air suspension system. To re-code the Audi Allroad ECU proceed as follows.

Tools Needed – ROSS TECH DIAGNOSTIC SOFTWARE

51. Plug Ross Tech PC into Audi Allroad OBD com-port. The OBD com-port plug is located just to the right of the
hood release. Allow Ross Tech com-port to signal the green light. If an orange light is signaled continue.
(Image 44)

52. Cycle the ignition key to the accessory position.

53. Access Ross Tech software from PC desktop.

54. Select . (Image 45)

DO NOT

"Select Control Module"
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55. Select
(Image 46)

56. Select (Image 47)

"01-Engine" and allow several seconds to pass for the Ross Tech to communicate with the ECU.

"Coding - 07"

(Image 44) (Image 45)

(Image 46) (Image 47)



57. Change the "Software Coding". The last digit of the 5 digit code should be changed from "5 to 2". Save the
software coding by selecting "DO IT!".(Image 48 and 49) Allow several seconds to pass so the Ross Tech can
communicate with the engine control unit. After the coding has taken place the Ross Tech software will jump to the
previous screen. Note the saved 5 digit "Soft. Coding" area ending in 2. This indicates that the new Soft Coding has
been successfully saved. (Image 50)

58. Select "Fault Codes - 02" and allow the Ross Tech to read the codes. (Image  51)
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(Image 48) (Image 49)

(Image 50)

(Image 51)



59. On some Allroads a soft code of "18020 - Engine Control Module Incorrectly Coded" will appear. (Image 52)
Select "Clear Codes - 05" and allow this code and any others to be cleared. (Image 53)
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60. Select the functions below to exit the Ross Tech software.
a) Done Go Back
b) Close Controller , Go Back - 06
c) Go Back
d) Exit

61. Cycle the ignition key to the off position.

62. Unplug OBD com-port dongle from vehicle.

(Image 52) (Image 53)

Disclaimer
According to Audi Allroad pneumatic air suspension research and the instructional steps provided in this document,

all pneumatic air suspension related warning lights on the instrument cluster should have been deactivated.

Please Note: Audi Allroad pneumatic air suspension related warning lights may still appear on the instrument cluster due to the following.
1) Your version of Ross Tech diagnostic software may be different from the version used to write these step-by-step instructions.
2) DIY and professional mechanics' techniques, or using diagnostic software (Ross Tech) procedures different than the step-by-step
instructions outlined in this document.
3) Using other name brand OBD II diagnostic software rather than "Ross Tech" diagnostic software in the attempt to deactivate the instrument
cluster warning lights.
4) DIY or professional mechanics using mechanical techniques or procedures different than the step-by-step instructions provided.
5) Even if you feel you, as a DIY or professional mechanic, have followed our step by step instructions to the "T", please understand that
variables still exist in vehicle wiring, previous vehicle wiring tampering, ECU alterations, control module part number changes, differences in
vehicle year, make, model, and VIN (vehicle ID number). These unknown variables could allow for the pneumatic air suspension related
warning lights to remain on the instrument cluster.

Even though we wish to provide complete customer satisfaction with your purchase, under no circumstances, whatsoever, shall the purchaser
be entitled to recover any consequential damages from BLAUfergnügen Inc. (i.e. damages to property, loss of use of vehicle, vehicle failure,
loss of time, loss of profits or income, work stoppage, computer malfunction or any other incidental damages). BLAUfergnügen Inc. is not liable
for labor, towing, loss of use of vehicle, travel time, fluids, shipping/freight, rental vehicles, or any other incidental cost incurred as a result of
this purchase or exchange even if BLAUfergnügen! Inc. has been advised of the possibility of such damages and regardless of the legal theory
on which such damages are based. We will not refund any labor costs incurred by you or the installer any products purchased from
BLAUfergnügen! Inc.


